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                English Literature

                
 by   William J. Long 
English Literature is a historical exploration of English literature world from the Anglo Saxon period  to the Victorian Era,  Written by the American writer William Joseph Long who has written and co-authored many works including Bibliographies, Reissues and Wood Folk Series.  His notable writings include Wilderness Ways, Fowls of t..
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                How We Think

                
 by   John Dewey 
How We Think is a mandatory read for education professionals and teachers to introspect our self and know how the education system has taken a massive change for teachers as well as the pupils.  The contemporary education system has created a challenge for educators, as the teachers now no longer can deal with masses; rather they have to do it..
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                A Vindication Of The Rights Of Woman, With Strictures On Political And Moral Subjects

                
 by   Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley 
A Vindication Of The Rights Of Woman, With Strictures On Political And Moral Subjects is written by the feminist and English writer Mary Wollstonecraft. Before her early death at the age of 37, she had written novels, treatises, travel literature and a book for children.  Notable work among her short career path includes The Subjection of Wome..
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                English Grammar and Composition for Public Schools

                
 by   George Armstrong 
English Grammar and Composition for Public Schools is written by George Armstrong. Ideally suited for primary class students who wanted to understand the science of English grammar. Divided into five parts spanning across more than thirty lessons each covering specific grammar element with detailed explanations and exercises to test your knowledge...
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                Free Thought and Official Propaganda

                
 by   Bertrand Russell 
Free Thought and Official Propaganda is a speech delivered in 1922 by Bertrand Russell on the importance of unrestricted freedom of expression in society, and the problem of the state and political class interfering in this through control of education, fines, economic leverage, and distortion of evidence...
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                Proposed Roads to Freedom

                
 by   Bertrand Russell 
Introduction from the book:THE attempt to conceive imaginatively a better ordering of human society than the destructive and cruel chaos in which mankind has hitherto existed is by no means modern: it is at least as old as Plato, whose "Republic" set the model for the Utopias of subsequent philosophers. Whoever contemplates the world in the light o..
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                Medical Essays, 1842-1882

                
 by   Oliver Wendell Holmes 
Medical Essays is a collection of short works on Medical literary works written by American Physician and Poet Oliver Wendell Holmes, whose prose work "Breakfast-Table"  series is one of the popular works on Medical literature.Author's Preface:Homoeopathy has proved lucrative, and so long as it continues to be so will surely exist,—a..
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                Every Man His Own University

                
 by   Russell H. Conwell 
Every Man His Own University is an educational reference book written by American philanthropist Russell H. Conwell whose other works include What You Can Do With Your Will Power, The Key to Success, Acres of Diamonds: Our Every-day Opportunities, and Increasing Personal Efficiency. A distinct university walks about under each man's hat. The only m..
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